Regulatory and
Statistical Reporting

T

he burden of complying with regulatory and statistical
reporting requirements is greater than ever. Save time
and money by letting CGI take the hassle of reporting
off your hands.

An industry leader in regulatory and statistical reporting, CGI’s STATS
service offers insurance carriers and MGAs an easy, cost-effective way to
offload the work of reporting, allowing you to focus on innovation and
growing your business.
The STATS service is staffed by industry experts and driven by a best-inclass software solution specifically designed to meet the needs of the
property / casualty insurance industry.

STAT REPORTING ENTITIES


American Association of Insurance
Services (AAIS)



Independent Statistical Service (ISS)



Insurance Services Office (ISO),
including the Surety & Fidelity
Association of America (SFAA)

The STATS service is designed to give you one-stop shopping for all of
your statistical and regulatory reporting needs.



National Council on Compensation
Insurance (NCCI)



We support all personal and commercial lines of business for all U.S.
states.



National Independent Statistical
Service (NISS)



We support commercial and personal automobile and general liability
for Canada.



Automobile Liability Insurance
Reporting via ISO/Verisk CV-ALIR





California Reporting

Our system automatically reformats your data into codes and records
layouts required by stat agencies, saving you the burden of maintaining
code or manipulating all of that data. Simply drop your data off in our
client staging area, and we’ll take it from there.



Canada Reporting



Commonwealth Automobile Reinsurers
(CAR) of Massachusetts





Florida Reporting (Hurricane Cat Fund)

Our service includes processing data through the appropriate pre-edit
packages to ensure accurate record layout and code compliance.



Illinois Reporting (Illinois Cost
Containment)



We handle the balancing of premium and loss amounts, as well as
annual statement reconciliation and verification.



Texas Reporting



Miscellaneous state and regulatory
reporting, including ad hoc data calls

CGI manages the entire process—from receiving your data to submitting
the report to the agent. We even handle error analysis and processing for
you.
A FULL RANGE OF SERVICES



Our team will analyze your data to eliminate errors during processing.
This ensures acceptance of your submission and reduces or eliminates
fines for non-compliant data.



We will submit your data electronically to ensure that it arrives on time
and is accepted by the stat agent.



We retain the data files and reports for easy access in the event they
are needed in the future for questions from stat agents.
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We provide support for any issues, working cooperatively with stat
agents to resolve issues and ensure that you stay compliant.
As part of our ongoing service, our staff reviews circulars and bulletins
from each stat agent and proactively implements changes to our
system, allowing you to easily stay up to date. If a change to your
source system is needed, we’ll let you know.

DOI REPORTING
CGI reports to many Departments of
Insurance, including the following:


IDI (Illinois Cost Containment)



Florida Reporting (Hurricane Cat Fund)



Automobile Liability Insurance
Reporting via ISO/Verisk CV-ALIR

WHY CGI?



Texas Reporting



We are experts in the field, averaging 25+ years of experience in
insurance and stat reporting.



State regulatory, including ad hoc data
calls



Our team members serve on stat agent technical advisory committees,
so we give you a voice in reporting requirements and advanced
knowledge of changes coming in the industry.



Others



We analyze your data to ensure the correct format and codes for each
agent and work with you to proactively resolve errors to prevent fees
and fines.



We continually improve our processes, validate the accuracy of your
submissions and ensure full compliance.

HOW WE ARE DIFFERENT


Need to get your stat reporting done fast? We offer quick
implementation, achieved by working closely with you.



Our participation in Statistical Agent Technical Advisory Committees
gives us a unique perspective and insight into both the insurance and
stat industry.



We give you peace of mind, knowing that your data is in the hands of
experts, so you can focus on more important things.



We have a solid foundation of partnership and trust with our clients,
receiving some of the highest customer satisfaction scores in the
industry (average 9.8/10 score).

ABOUT CGI
Founded in 1976, CGI is among the
largest IT and business consulting
services firms in the world. Operating in
hundreds of locations across the globe,
CGI delivers an end-to-end portfolio of
capabilities, from strategic IT and
business consulting to systems
integration,managed IT and business
process services and intellectual property
solutions.
CGI works with clients through a local
relationship model complemented by a
global delivery network to help clients
achieve their goals, including becoming
customer-centric digital enterprises.

For more information about CGI, visit
cgi.com, or email us at
insurance.ibs@cgi.com.
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